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“There is no avoiding the time and 
energy required to build a high-

performing team. Yet our research 
suggests that executives are five times 
more productive when working in one 

than they are in an average one.”
McKinsey, 2017

IMPORTANCE 
OF TEAMS IN 

TODAY’S 
WORLD OF 

WORK

”Companies that promoted 
collaborative working were 5 times as 

likely to be high performing.”
Institute for Corporate Productivity (i4cp), 2017
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“Through 2022, 75% of organizations with 
frontline decision-making teams reflecting a 
diverse and inclusive culture will exceed 
their financial targets.”
Gartner, 2019

“Collaboration has an outsized impact on 
team performance. Levels of knowledge 
sharing have a greater impact on work-unit 
performance than the quality of direct 
managers or the ability of new hires.”
Corporate Executive Board, 2012

“Who is on a team matters less than how
the team members interact, structure their
work, and view their contributions.”
Google, Project Aristotle, 2016

WHAT DRIVES 
TEAM 
SUCCESS?
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WORKING SKILFULLY TOGETHER -
CRITICAL SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS 

OF A SUCCESSFUL TEAM
• Encouraging and curious atmosphere
• Clear work structures and practices
• Common vision and shared goals
• Meaning and impact of work
• Intentional behavior in changing contexts
• Close listening and equal participation
• Active communication
• Prototyping ideas and moving them forward
• Allowing critique and reflection
• Constructive and respective collaboration

Deci & Ryan 2000, 2017; Lakkala, 2010; Muukkonen et al., 2017; Sawyer
2008; Toom et al., 2017; West 2014; OECD, 2017
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THE CHALLENGE

Working skilfully together cannot be learnt from
books or practiced individually.

There is an acute need for a practical and 
rigorous solution, methods and models for 

supporting teamwork in real-life situations at 
workplaces.
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Unique, digital solution to help individuals, teams and 
leaders to evaluate their performance and initiate

improvement.
Key features*

Evidence-based

Provides empirical evidence 
and immediate feedback from 

work situations, enabling 
managers and leaders to 

identify strengths and 
weaknesses, and to initiate 

development.

Visual

Effective visualisation of 
skilful collaboration and 
teamwork, also showing

strengths and challenges of 
teams longitudinally.

Easy to Use

The user interface is 
intuitive and mobile 

enabled.

Scientifically Robust

Research-based instrument 
for evaluating concrete work 

practices contextually.

TEAMFLUENT SOLUTION

*Based on feedback from pilot projects
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PHASES FOR DESIGNING TEAMWORK 
EVALUATION WITH TEAMFLUENT

Themes appropriate for the 
situation: teamwork 
behaviour, emotions

Evaluating one’s 
own, group and/or 

peer behaviour

1 2 43

Participants and 
teamwork task, 
event or period

SELECTING THE TEAM 
SITUATION TO BE 

EVALUATED
SELECTING 

PERSPECTIVES
SELECTING 

THEMES

BUILDING THE 
SURVEY WITH 
TEAMFLUENT 

APP

Title and introduction, groups 
and subgroups, themes, 

results to be shown
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GOAL-ORIENTED AND CONTINUAL 
EVALUATION PROCESS OF TEAMWORK

Essential part in improving individual skill development and team performance

4
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1

3 Receiving immediate feedback
• Own results and team summaries for team members

• More detailed results for team leader

2 Answering the survey during 
or after team working
• Team members

4 Discussing about the results together
• Development needs based on the results
• Team members and team leader

5 Making team development plans
• Decisions about development 
activities and next evaluation points
• Team leader (with team members)

1 Compiling a survey according to 
team situation and goals

• Team leader

6 Supporting team development
• Various means of support: discussions, 

guidance, facilitation, coaching, training
• Team leader with the help of HR 
experts in the company or external 

facilitators

5
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END USER INTERFACE

Compare results across surveys and 
teams

VISUALLY COMPARE 
RESULTS

Get detailed results immediately after 
finishing your survey

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

Simply login and start answering
SIMPLE TO USE
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KEY 
BENEFITS
For an organization and its leaders
• Improved performance and ability to execute through effective teams
• Data to pinpoint collective strengths and skill gaps

For teams
• Improved team performance through reflection and development
• Focused development actions based on solid evidence

For individual employees
• More rewarding and engaging team environment
• Improved work performance through better teamworking skills
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PILOTING THE SOLUTION IN 2018-2020

Companies and public 
organizations

Schools Higher education and 
adult education

01
● SOL Services Oy
● KEVA
● City of Helsinki
● City of Espoo
● University of Helsinki
● Helsinki University 

Hospital
● SISU Akatemia
● SLUSH 2019

02
● Merilahti 

comprehensive school
● Helsinki University

Teacher Training 
Schools

● Länsimäki 
comprehensive school

● Me and MyCity
Helsinki-Vantaa

03
● University of Helsinki
● University of 

Jyväskylä
● Business College 

Helsinki
● ITK 2019 Conference

36 pilots in different contexts (n ≈ 750 participants)
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SIMPLIFIED PRODUCT ROADMAP

Alpha Suite

Standard Suite

Full Suite

Advanced Suite

Experience Sampling 
Client, Facilitation Tool, 

Backend for guided 
facilitation projects

Off-the-shelf incl.
facilitator onboarding

content.

Adding psychological
safety as a theme,

consolidated
dashboard, AI-based
coach for facilitors,

benchmarking features,
onboarding content 2.0.

Tools and training
programme for strategic

competence planning
for whole organisation, 

competence goal
setting, 

AI-based coach for 
facilitators 2.0.

Q2/2020 Q1/2021 Q4/2021 Q2/2022
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INDIRECT COMPETITION ONLY!

Indirect 
Competition Indirect

Competitio
n

Indirect 
Competition

360º tools focus merely on individual
managers and leaders, however peer ratings

can be combined to a team level. Some
engagement surveys include aspects of 

team assessment but are rarely research
based.

360o tools and engagement surveys

Most of the largest assessment providers 
(Hogan, MBTI, SHL, Cubiks, AON, DISC, 
Saville Consulting) have an output used for 
team development. Usually this is derived 
from self-assessment of personality and 
provides no tracking of progress over time, 
as there is no point in measuring personality 
in every 3-4 weeks.

Providers of psychometric assessment tools

Some management consultants (McKinsey, Korn Ferry 
etc.) have concepts and tools for team assessment 

(mostly developed in-house). These are often one-off 
interventions and used in consultancy assignments 

exclusively.

Management consultants
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COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

OfficeVibe, PeopleGauge, Culture 
Amp, AssessTEAM etc.

Providers of engagement surveys

Some of the above + Mercer, 
Manpower Group etc.

Providers of 360º surveys

Hogan, MBTI, SHL, Cubiks, AON, 
Kenexa etc.

Providers of psychometric 
assessments

McKinsey, Korn Ferry, BCG, Gartner 
etc.

Management Consultants

Focus Online Research 
based

Contextual 
evaluation 

of practices

Tracks 
progress 
over time

Self

Manager

Organization

Function

Systemic 
feedback & 

evidence

TeamTeamFluent
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VOLUME TIERED PRICING MODEL

500- 999 Facilitators

100-499 Facilitators

30-99 Facilitators

10-29 Facilitators

1-9 Facilitators

Annual license per facilitator

Standard Suite Full Suite

SaaS subscription pricing, annual license starting
from /facilitator. 24-month subscriptions
preferred.

Service revenue from facilitator training
(public/in-house) at.          /head. Project work
charged at a daily rate of 
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SHORT TERM EXECUTION PLAN

HYR loan 
€50,000
BF Tempo 
grant €50,000

Seed
investment of 
€200,000 
secured

First version for 
project sales.

Re-branding 
+ Alpha Suite

Enhanced visuals
and certification
programme. 

Launching 
Standard Suite

Job contracts, 
office space, 
equipment, 
website etc.

Operational 
set-up

Averaging
€6,000 annual
revenue.

First 50 
customers

International 
markets via re-
seller model first.

Re-seller 
model in 4+ 
countries

Business 
Development
Associate.

Recruitment

Potentially 
adding a 
Customer 
Success 
Associate to the 
headcount.

Customer 
Success set-up

>100 customers. 
Top 50 
averaging
€10,000 annual
revenue. 

100% revenue
based
financing

Facilitator training
content finalized.

Training 
content

Q3/2020 Q4/2020 Q1/2021 Q2/2021 Q3/2021 Q4/2021 Q1/2022 Q2/2022

Learning from
data and re-seller
certifications.

Launching 
Full Suite

Competence
planning, 
advanced
analytics, and AI-
based facilitation.

Launching 1st 
Advanced 
Suite Features

Using Alpha Suite with the
team’s project support. Get
customer input for product
development.

First paying customers
(pilot projects)
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PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS

UPM

Huhtamaki

Ericsson

Murata
Electronics

SSAB

Konecranes

Valmet 
Automotive

Tomi Salo
HR Director

Oriola-KD
Teija Silver

VP, HR

Lappset
Group

and Culture

Valmet

Posti Group

Terveystalo

Fiskars

Neste

Grano

City of 
Espoo

Tampere 
University

Destia

Cargotec

Kemira
Eeva Salonen

EVP, HR

Nordea 

ISS Services
Jaana Junell

DNA

F-Secure

Nets

+ Channel business

Me and 
MyCity

20
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Channel Region Segment Value proposition

Direct Finland Improve performance of 
your corporate/public 

sector teams by 
developing behaviors 

which have proven to be 
critical for successful 

teamwork.

Re-seller Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark

Asia (Singapore, 
India, Indonesia)

Audience

• Corporates
• HR Service 

businesses
• Education
• Public

• Corporates
• HR Service 

businesses

• Corporates
• HR Service 

businesses
• Education

Improve pedagogical 
capabilities of your 

school by evaluating 
and improving team 

performance in real life 
teaching situations.

• Chief HR Officers
• L&D Professionals
• HR Business Partners
• Professional coaches 

and facilitators

GO-TO-MARKET FOR FIRST 8 QUARTERS

Create value for your 
end customers by 

including the new team 
development solution in 

your portfolio of 
services.

• Heads of Local 
Education (cities and 
communities)

• HR Directors (cities and 
communities)

• School Principals
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Revenue Projection first 8 quarters

Revenue Expenses

FINANCIAL ESTIMATES

Assumes 4 new customers
per month:
1 @ 20 facil. = €12,400
1 @ 10 facil. = €6,200
2 @ 5 facil. = €7,000 

Total €25,600 + €3,600

Assumes 8 new customers
per month:
1 @ 40 facil. = €22,800
2 @ 10 facil. = €12,400
5 @ 5 facil. = €17,500 

Total €52,700 + €7,200
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Typically one team as a pilot. Facilitated by TeamFluent.
€700 (+€1,500)

Month 1

Rolling the the solution out in one location and one country.
€6,200 (+€900)

Proof of Concept within a business area (Marine Solutions)

Month 4

Rolling the solution out to teams globally.
€147,000 (+€7,500)

Global roll out (e.g. 35% of all teams across business 
areas)Month 18

Rolling the solution out to teams in one country
€49,000 (+€3,600)

Regional roll out in Finland (e.g. 50% of all teams across 
business areas)

Month 10

CUSTOMER EVOLUTION - ENTERPRISE

Local roll out (e.g. 10 teams in Vaasa, Finland)

Sample customer – Wärtsilä Plc.*
Global workforce 19,000
White collar 35% = 6,650
# of teams = 1,000
Workforce in Finland 4,000
White collar 35% = 1,400
# of teams = 200

23
*Wärtsilä Plc has been selected to resemble an enterprise customer based on its size, industry and global reach only. For transparency and absolute clarity, TeamFluent Inc. has not been in contact with
Wärtsilä Plc regarding to the solution, and Wärtsilä Plc is not a customer of TeamFluent Inc. at the time of publication of this material.
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OUR TEAM

Jukka Rautiainen
CEO

M.Sc. (Econ.)

Extensive experience in 
commercial operations and 
HRTech/online assessment

tools market.

Philip Dexter
CTO 

Ph.D. (Comp. Sci.)

Experience in building 
scalable software 

architecture.

Minna Lakkala
Chief Science Officer

Ph.D., Docent in 
Educational Psychology

Experience in teacher & staff 
training, and educational 

technology R&D, co-founder 
of Heuristica Oy

jukka.rautiainen@leadershipimpact.fi philip.dexter@helsinki.fi minna.lakkala@helsinki.fi

Auli Toom
Ph.D. (Ed.), Professor of 

Higher Education, Director, 
Centre for University 

Teaching and Learning, UH

Expert on learning and 
pedagogy research, practice 

and development.

auli.toom@helsinki.fi

Tomi Männistö
D.Sc. (Tech.), Professor of 

Software Engineering

Expert in software architecture 
and variability management, 

co-founder of Variantum.

tomi.mannisto@helsinki.fi
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TO SUM UP…
1. Skilful employees and high performing teams are key for companies to succeed

in global competition
2. TeamFluent is an effective solution for enhancing teamwork on individual, team 

and organizational level
3. Similar research based solutions are not available in the global market
4. The solution is extremely scalable due to the SaaS based business model

Consultant, Helsinki Business School

“Your solution would help us in 
boosting our global leadership 
program. It focuses on the key 

elements of demanding, 
knowledge-intensive teamwork.”

“When will you finalize the solution? 
I would definitely need it to support 
the pedagogical leadership of my 

school.”

Principal, Oulu

“Sounds like a very useful solution 
with a fresh approach. I would like to 
apply it with some of the leadership 
teams I am coaching. Undoubtedly 

there is a need in larger corporations, 
also.”

Leadership Coach, former SVP Talent 
Management
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THANK YOU
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BACK-UP 
SLIDES



SIZING THE MARKET
Bottom-up by territory - Finland
Based on new market build-up

Employees in top 500 Finnish private organizations 1,080,000
Employees in top 200 Finnish public organizations 300,000
Amount of white collar employees (assumed 50% of all) 690,000
Employees per team on average 8
Total amount of white collar teams 86,250
Market penetration after 5 years 7%
Market volume (# of teams): 6,040
Market value: 6,040 teams at average price of €520 €3,140,000

500 customers at average value of €10,000 per annum €5,000,000

100 SME customers at €5,000 per annum 500,000
150 Corporate customers at €10,000 per annum 1,500,000
50 Enterprise customers at €20,000 per annum 1,000,000
60 Channel customers at €2,500 per annum 150,000

All customers (360 in total) €3,150,000
Customer average €8,750

Europe (excl. Finland)

200 customers at average value of €10,000 per annum €2,000,000

Rest of the World

Bottom-up by number of customers - Finland
Based on new business acquisition



FINANCIAL ESTIMATES
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EXAMPLE OF PILOT PROJECTS

1 3Team 1 Team 3Team 2

Context: A development meeting of technology support unit in an organization

Differences between teams


